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communications to strengthen or weaken the positions of groups. It is 

mentioned the significant influence of online activity on traditional discourse: 

estimates are generated in the Network, views and beliefs are broadcast by 

newspapers and television, network influence can be converted into political 

or media career or expert status. Simultaneously with the formation of a virtual 

picture of the world, including language, reflecting life in the Internet space 

with its specific features, the language personality changes. The virtual 

linguistic personality, realizing in the new communicative space, constructs its 

own binary opposition real / virtual world . The relevance of the study is due 

to the need to develop linguistic pragmatics directions in the study of a new 

form of social communications and theoretical understanding of the problems 

of language functioning on the basis of a new social and communicative 

practice is concluded.  

It is summed up that modern society responds to the challenges of the 

time  in particular, to increase the flow of information, at the request of 

constant contact, to global changes in everyday culture - the formation of its 

own communication channels that can withstand the growing pressure of 

information and, therefore, put first of all the success of communication. 

Key words: discourse , discursive space, social media, social networks, 

linguistic pragmatics, social and communicative practice, real / virtual 

world . 
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CNN (Cable News Network, )  

 

 

CNN 

the violence-wracked east 

of the country: 

Pro-Russian separatists are accused of preventing people from voting 

in the violence-wracked east of the country (CNN 25 /05/ 2014). 
conflict 
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It began as a dispute over a trade agreement, but it mushroomed into 

the bloodiest conflict in Europe since the wars over the former Yugoslavia  

in the early 1990s (CNN 02/10 /2015). 

the bloodiest conflict in Europe

 the conflict zone 

 the conflict-torn areas 

: 

And by the end of the year, the U.N. says more than 1.7 million children 

in the conflict-torn areas of eastern Ukraine  

situations exacerbated by unusually harsh winter conditions (CNN 

12/11/2014). 

But violence continues in the conflict zone in eastern Ukraine  and 

2016 has seen an increase in casualties (CNN 02/10/2015). 

CNN  civil war

   

So how did this dispute begin and how did it then erupt in to civil war? 

(CNN 02/10 /2015). 

front   frontline 

 

Situation near the front remains volatile (CNN 08/05/2016). 

The increasingly tense situation on the frontline between government 

forces and separatists in eastern Ukraine has resulted in a spike in civilian 

casualties, according to new figures released by the Office of the UN High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (CNN 08/05/2016). 

government forces Ukrainian government forces 

CNN, 

 separatists pro-Russian separatists 

rebels pro-Russia rebels  rebel 

forces :  

The increasingly tense situation on the frontline between government 

forces and separatists in eastern Ukraine has resulted in a spike in civilian 

casualties, according to new figures released by the Office of the UN High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (CNN 08/05/2016). 

Donetsk International Airport, which was rebuilt ahead of the European 

soccer championships in 2012, falls to rebels after months of fighting with 

Ukrainian government forces (CNN 22/01/ 2015). 

European leaders are opposed to arming  

(CNN 12/02/ 2015). 
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Pro-Russian separatists are accused of preventing people from voting 

in the violence-wracked east of the country (CNN 25/05/ 2014). 

Recent gains by Ukrainian armed forces have seen the territory 

controlled by the rebels contract. But the rural area where MH17 crashed 

to earth July 17 remains under the rebels (CNN 23/07/ 2014). 

In recent weeks, rebel forces have brought down a number of Ukrainian 

military aircraft in the eastern regions, including two Antonov AN-26 

transport planes, several Mi-8 and Mi-24 helicopters, Su-25 fighter jet and 

an Ilyushin IL-76 cargo plane (CNN 23/07/ 2014). 

pro-Russia rebels? (CNN 02/10/ 2015). 

Europe Europe 

to Russia the United States says (

 

Europe to Russia (CNN 22/01/ 2015). 

the United States says it is considering supplying lethal aid 

to (CNN 12/02/ 2015). 

West  

the West and Russia over 

Ukraine is not just the future of Crimea, he future of international order 

(CNN 04/03/ 2014). 

 master of the long game 

 

and Russia is a master of the long game (CNN 11/08/ 2016).  

 

backing up and often fighting for the separatists: 
Russia always had a vastly superior army backing up and often fighting 

for the separatists (CNN 12/08/ 2016).  

Ru  

aggression  

Mattis vows US support for Ukraine against  (CNN 

24/08/2017). 

FOX (FOX Broadcasting Corporation, 

 

 

 doorstep 

 

Thousands are dead on  (FOX 23/ 02/ 2015). 

 

 

The armed conflict in  has claimed more 

than 9,900 lives since it began in 2014 (FOX 23/ 02/ 2015). 
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conflict  armed conflict  

war  

The two-year-old conflict in eastern Ukraine has left about 1.5 million 

people hungry  

The armed conflict 

than 9,900 lives since it began in 2014 (FOX 26/04/ 2017). 

Ukraine at War: In desperate fight to save lives, Medsanbat Project 

teaches basics of battlefield medicine (FOX 23/02/2015). 

low-intensity war  

this nation of 45 million which has been locked in a low-intensity war 

with neighboring Russia for more than three-and-a-half years (FOX 

20/09/2017).  

,      

  civil war.  

FOX 

government troops  

FOX  pro-

Russian separatists pro-Russia forces 

:  

Ukrainian authorities say three of its troops have been killed and four 

injured in eastern Ukraine in an apparent flare-up of fighting between 

government troops and Russia-backed separatists (FOX 26/04/2017).  

A Ukrainian government official says the  have captured 

new positions in the rebel-held east (FOX 11/01/2017). 

, the turf 

of pro-Russia forces (FOX 20/09/2017). 

The Ukrainian government and pro-Russia separatists agreed  

on a cease-fire from Aug. 25 to help reduce tensions before the start of 

the new school year on Friday. The deal collapsed almost immediately like 

many previous such initiatives in the past (FOX 20/09/2017). 

 

Germany, Russia, Ukraine, France discuss Ukraine peace deal (FOX 

18/04/2017). 

FOX  

 

 war with neighboring Russia, Russia-backed separatists, Moscow-backed 

rebels,  Russia-backed rebels:  
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this nation of 45 million which has been locked in a low-intensity war 

with neighboring Russia for more than three-and-a-half years (FOX 

20/09/2017).  

The deal reached by representatives of Ukraine, Russia, the Moscow-

backed rebels and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

marks an effort to add substance to a cease-fire agreement that was signed 

on Sept. 5 but has been frequently broken by clashes (FOX 19/09/2014).  

As tensions persist in eastern Ukraine between government forces and 

Russia-backed rebels, Ukraine and Russia have imposed tit-for-tat bans 

on food product imports on each other and cut air connections (FOX 

14/02/2016).  

Ukrainian authorities say three of its troops have been killed and four 

injured in eastern Ukraine in an apparent flare-up of fighting between 

government troops and Russia-backed separatists (FOX 26/04/2017).  

aggression 

push back an invading Russia 

powerful and perfidiously disguised 

aggression 

aggression

FOX  

But, that said, it has become clear that the broad picture is bleak: 

The fragile nation state of Ukraine has been invaded and forced into a war. 

And, since no one has wanted to call it war, there has been no legitimate aid 

to help push back an invading Russia. 

Helping Ukrainians defend themselves against a powerful, and 

perfidiously disguised aggression is the least the West could do. Even limited 

support with know-how and equipment can make a big difference in this fight 

of David against Goliath, as I have seen during my work in Ukraine (FOX 

23/02/2015).  
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Moiseyenko O. Yu. Language Aspects of Conceptualization 

of Armed Conflict in Eastern Ukraine (2014  2017) in American Media 

Discourse 

The paper examines the language peculiarities of conceptualization 

of armed conflict in eastern Ukraine (2014  2017) in American media 

discourse. The armed conflict in eastern Ukraine started in April 2014, 

and as CNN states it mushroomed into the bloodiest conflict in Europe since 

the wars over the former Yugoslavia in the early 1990s. The internet-articles 

of the American Cable News Network (CNN) and FOX Broadcasting 

Corporation were analyzed. The analysis of the peculiarities 

of conceptualization in the English language of armed conflict in eastern 

Ukraine in the discourse of leading American media shows that the American 

Cable News Network (CNN) and FOX Broadcasting Corporation create 

the information spaces which do not match in key concepts. CNN 

characterizes the events in eastern Ukraine as conflict and war. War in Ukraine 

is defined as civil war. 

in the conflict, and uses the word aggression, but the word aggression is given 

in quotation marks. FOX defines the events in eastern Ukraine as conflict 

and war, but it does not characterize the war in eastern Ukraine as civil war. 

FOX is using such lexical units as aggression, push back an invading Russia. 

Aggression is defined as powerful and perfidiously disguised aggression. 
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In FOX news discourse the word aggression is not given in quotation marks. 

Thus the language picture of the armed conflict created by the American Cable 

News Network (CNN) has contradictory character. On the one side, the usage 

of such lexical unit as civil war creates the picture of the internal conflict. 

On the other side, the explicit statements on the direct participation 

in the armed conflict of another state rejects the possibility to define 

the conflict as an internal one according to the definition of the notion civil 

war formulated by the United Nations Security Council.  

Key words: language conceptualization, English, media discourse, 

Ukraine, conflict. 
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